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KENTUCKY—Fair and mil(ler temperatures in the east
and north central portions to-
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YOUR PROGRESSFVE H 0 M E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
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Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon. October 2 ,1948

Popcorn Prices
Tumble Monday
On Local Market
Buyers Report
Little Demand For
Crop At Present
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Armed Escapee From Georgia
;Prison Captured Near Pc7- el
'
&eve

FIRST 3 DRAFT
j CALLS TO INCLUDE
ONLY AGES 24-25

JOINT CALLOW AY
PTA MEETING
PLANNED AT MHS

BOVINE TRIPLETS

Tutrell Apj.as Youth
Walking Aiong Side'ofRoad
.

Triplet calves were born -last
night to a four-year-old Guernsey cow on the Pete Henson
An armed convict who escaped Dodge four-door sedan in Paris
farm two miles south of Murray
from the federal prison in Atlanta.
on the Paris road.
Sunday night, which he wrecked in
Popcorn took another tumble on
Ga. was captured near Hszel at
Mr. Henson said he had raisthe Murray market Monday afterHazel later that night. He said that
WASHINGTON, Ost. 28. 'UPIo'clock
8:00
last
by
night
Col
Briged the cow from a calf and it
noon, buyers reported today The
The Ai my will draw its first three-,
first
he stole a bicycle in 'townham
Futrell
of
the
State police,
was bred by a registered Jersey.
prices now being paid are $2.80 and
A joint meeting of the four Calmonths' quota of 45.000 draftees
The escapee gave his name as town Paris and rode it to the edge
in
time
first
years
17
the
is
This
price
The
per
hundred pounds.
$3.00
from the ranks of 25 and 24-yearloway county PTA organizations
Grady McDaniel 21. He sail he had of. town where he took :he autoof farming, said Henson, that
paid last week was $3.23 and $3.80. will be held at Murray high school
old Selective Service registrants
escaped last month arom a chain mobile. He said that he tied iiever
he has heard of a cow giving
Both of the major buyers in Mur- at 3:00 o'clock Wednesday afterwho are single and without war
gang near Atlanta and in the mean- driven a car before inhis life and
birth to triplets in Calloway
ray reported today that they are noon, Nov 3.
service, it was indicated today.
time had traveled from Texas to was driving 95 miles per hour
county.
PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST—David Niven's new bride, the
whsn
finding difficultly in locating outIlecause the Army is prepared to
Illinois„ just being from day to he rounded the curve in
The program will be conducted
The calves, two bulls and one
former Hjordis Tersmeden, of Sweden, is an accomplished
Hazel
lets for the popcorn they are buyhalidle only 10,000 men in Novemday.
In
of
form
the
forum
a
parents
with
all
weighare
normal,
heifer,
which caused the car to turn over.
painter who has taught her actor-husband the rudiments of
aria. All markets in the country
ber, 15,000 in December, and 20,000
McDaniel admitted stealing a '47
and teachera from each school
ing between 45 and 50 pounds.
McDaniel left the scene of the
the art. Here, David tries his hand at an oil.
appear to be overloaded.
in Jaauary, its first quarter call
taking
The
part.
subject will be,
accident Sunday night wrala local
One buyer said that he would
is r.ot expected to tap those regis"Are We Cheating Our Children?"
police were searching for other
term the situation now as a "bad
trants under 24 years of age. In the
Mrs. George Hart will lead the dig-'
passengers who might have been
market." He is only engaged in
25 ant 24-year age groups are 144,cuesion.
in the car. He said after his cap,
limited buying.
175 men who apear available for
'Mrs. Ottis Patton, president of
ture that he had spent the niellt ins
immediate military training.
Although the market suffered
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKthe county organization, urges that
! a barn near Fazel and had net had
If one out of three of these
another drop, some farmers appear
a large delegation from each school
any food the entire day.
potential draftees make the grade, YARDS, III., Oct. 26 ltIPILivewilling to sell their corn at any
Wane:sees of the accident descrilathe Army will have plenty of men stock:
price they can get. Other farmers be present at this meeting.
Ninth and tenth 'grade mothers
.
ed the driver as being a youth or
to sell its ranks for the first
are still withholding their corn
market
9.500:
salable
12,000.
Hogs
high
Murray
of
class
genior
The
will act as hostesses at the meeting.
PARIS, Oct. 26 (UP)—John Fos- quarter. If it has to go down to
from market, saying that they reA Miesions Emphasis Revival Is about 20, wearing a black jacket
steady to 25c lower than Monday's
school is sponsoring a Halloween ter Dulles. Republican advisor to the next lowest age level, there
and blue • jeans. Futrell started
'use to sell at a loss.
with weights over 180 lbs. being held this week by 19
average;
churches searching for the man immediately.
Growers, at the beginning of the
„carnival Saturday night at 6:00 the American, delegation to the are 134,175 men now age 23 who closing mostly steady. --*op and
in the Blood River Baptist Associ- Last night, on his way to Hazel, ho
season, signed an agreement to sell
c'elock at the Murray skating rink. United Nations, accused Russia to- can be tapped for 21 montns mili- bulk, good and choice 180 to 270
ation. Missionaries from many parts saw a youth of his description
• their popcorn for a minimum of
Sonic of the features planned in- day of _seeking to.setend -Soviet tary service.
some
25.75:
lb. barrows and gilts
walking along the side of tee road.
Between Aug. 30'and Sept. 18,
$380 and $408. Later, the farmers
elude a kissing booth. fortune tell- communism througout the world."
early sales 25.50; heavier weights of the world are among the speakHe turned around in Hazel and
Dulles denounced the communist Selective Service registered a towho found it necessary to sell their
cr's booth, sv,emmieg match, bingo,
130
50;
25-25
25
lbs.
170
to
'180
ers
for
scarce
the
week,
headed back toward Murray. He
corn were released from this agreeeighth wonder of the World and a doctrine of :violent change by rev- tal of 8,584.963 men 18 through to 150 lbs. 23-25.50; 100 to 120 lbs.
At the First Baptist churrh in then drove up behind tne youth
olution" as contradictory to the 25. This number, only 2,147,813
ment.
penny pitching game.
down
lbs.
400
cows
good
50;
20-22
Buyers said that they hoped the
Two queens will be selected, one teneas of the United Nations char- werrin the presumabty 'available" 23-25: mostly 24.75 down: over 400 Murray, the Rev. R. L. Lindsey and arrested him before he knew
what happened.
The annual series of Evangelistic from the grade school and One from ter. He questioned whether the classification, that is. unmarried,
prices being paid today represented
lbs. 21.50-22.50; bulk stags 16.50- spoke to the congregation at the
"I had my loaded .32 calibre pisIthe bottom of the market. They services will begin at the Memorial the high school. TI, candidates Russians were sincere when they without children, and ha' ing no
regular Sunday morning service. tol ready in my pocket, and plan19.50.
war service.
could see no reaaon why prices Eliggetist church Monday night, Nov. chosen from the. high school are signed the charter.
Cattle 5.500.• salable 5.000; calves Sunday evening the Rev. Earl ned to use it on the first officer
At Army headquarters, Maj. Gen.
1, and saill continue through Friday. Suzanne Nix. 7th grade; Billie
This was Dulles 'first full dress
should drop any more
Steer supply Parker. Missionary to China, de- who tried to arrest me," McDaniel
Nov. 12. Services will be held twice Burke Cole. 8th grade; Judy Lee, speech in a:most six weeks of this John E Dahlquist said he did not 2.500, all salable.
the message.
told Futrell. "However, I could see
daily at 1:30 and 7 00 p.m. The even- 9th grade; Betty Hutsine 10th general asserebly. Most delegates know specifically when 'he first sharply curtailed. Replacement buy- livered
The speaker Monday evening was you meant business an I thought
ing week-day serveices will be grade; Barbara Ward. 11th grade; regarded it as a preview of the at- draftees would report in Novem- ers took 6 loads of westerns, good
the
to
quality, around 150 lb. averages at the Rev. Robert Falls, Indian Mis- better of it."
broadcast over the local radio and Mary Elizabeth Blankenship, ttude he would take toward Rus- bet from induction centers
CHICAGO, Oct 28 1.1131- ProFutrell was driving the new
of army camps to which they were 24.50; these steady. Little action on sionary to the Indians.
station
sic if he became secretary
12th grade.
duce:
slaughter accounts Butcher yearThe schedule for the balance of black automobile now supplied by
The Rev. John R. Flynn, pastor
A special feature of the carnival state — an eventuality widely pre- assigned.
Poultry: 26 trucks. Market firm
would surmise." he said. -that lings and bulls steady. Medium to the week is as follows: Tuesday the State puiice instead of the us0
of the Audubon Baptii.t church. will be • pie supper.
dicted if Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
for hens, steady for thickens. Plythe early part good heifers and mixed yearlings evening, Rev Berkman DeVille, ual white car. Since it was dark,
Henderson, will be the evangelist,
is elected president a week from it would be during
mouth rock springs 36; colored
of November: that by the middle 23-24, common around 18-20; com- Missionary to the French speaking
Ivas able to pall up te the youth
speak twice daily. He
scheduledto
today.
3111;
ducks
heavy
young
31;
springs
of the month the first quota would mon and medium
beef cows people, Wednesday evening. Rev. before he knew it was a police.
will bring his firatmessage on Tuescontradiction
basic
a
is
There
docks
small
31;
ducks
old heavy
training."
16.50-18.50; canners and cutters F. C. nettle. State Missionary; man's ('or.
y evening. The Rev. Wendell H.
between the charter theory of be in
25
Sheriff Patterson and a member
12-16; medium to good bulls 19.50- Thursday evening. Rev. A. M. VollBapMemorial
the
of
pastor
rone.
and
evolution
by
chimp
peaceful
Market
pounds.
Butterff 473,152
a
higher;
the Murray police force arrived
$1
of
to
steady
vealers
Baptist
21.25;
secretary.
Kentucky
mer.
Monthe
conduct
will
church,
tist
violet
,cif.
doctrine
communist
the
weak 93 score 80 241; 91 ...- •ore 00;
, choice showing advance at 34 50- Foundation; Friday evening. .Rev. in time to help Futrell take the
change by rxvolution." Dallas iced
90 score 80, 89 score M. Carlota PO day evening and Tuesday aftrnoon
' 35 50; good and choice 28-34 50; R. A. Jacob, missionary to China. prisoner to jail. Futrell had called
services.
•
the political cerornittee.
scare se, 89 score 68
common and medium 17-27.
Members of the congregation as them earlier from Hazel whsn he
"And it is because Soviet cornLass: 1Browns and whites mix- The song leader bring the serSheep 3,900; salable 3.500. Mark- well as the general public are urged thought he had the driver of the
the
praCtices
and
teaches
munism
,c1) 7,334 eases. Market arm. Ex- vices will be Mr John Stank:
ing
rUPI—K
26—
LONDON. Oct.
et steady. Early sales good and Ito attend as many of these meetings stolen automobile spotted.
tras 70 to 60 per cent A 66 to GB: Shelton. Mrs Ola Mae Harrell will George VI opened a new session use if vialunci that the United 'NaMeDaniel was held in the county
choice wooled skins largely 25.50- as they can, according to the pastor
A OD; serve as painist.
yet
m
impossible
it
found
has
tions
1,xtral 00 to 70 per tent
of the British Parliament today
34.50; few choice upward to 24.75 to of the First Baptist church, Dr. jail, last night, pending the arrival
The public is cordially invited to
world;
the
of
peoples
the
relieve
to
standards 43 to 51. current receipts
Louisville. Oct. 26—An Associated
with a call to members to nationalof Georgia authorities.
H. C. Chiles,
attend all the servicies.
arma- Press Dispatch published in the outsiders.
42 to 45; checks 35 to 34 1-2.
ize the vast iron and steel industry ftom the heavy burden of
burden'
heavier
Louisville Times recently quoted
and strerighten the British Armed ment and the even
of tear.
Dr. Edward S. Corwin, Princeton
•
Forces.
"bo long as Soviet communism! University
profeuor as saying
Amid pomp and.splendor Britian
does preach and practice revolution I there was a possibility that Thomas
has hot seen since 193R. the Kirk
•
as a means to destroy the social or- E Dewey could be elected presiI ing head cold. Dewey set out from asked a joint session of the House der elsewhere and to achieve I
by Associated Press
dent and have Senator Alben W.
Lords
of
House
the
Commons
arid
of
Albany. N. Y, last night on his
werldwide political ambitions many Barkley as vice-president.
President Truman's charge that I four-day
ensure
that
Armed'
to
take "stem to
tour of seven states.' lie
are bound to wonder whether the I The Associated Press story quotthe Republican Party is a front for wite
ident yintko Forces Shall be efficient and well communist governments signed the!
llvel.fionldlowBostth,en PrdesN
ing Dr. Corwin. an authority on
equipped,,
, Oct. 26. fUlal active in Democratic politics *di ker served as county attorney of
LOUISVILLE. Ky,
or
dictator-mlnded reactionary forces'('
UN charter with integrity of par- constitutional problems said:
•
representative he says fie has worked in cam- ..Logan county for 28 years until
for
battle
—The
before
laid
be
will
measure
"A
a;
his
speech
windup
'
brought cries of "mud-slinging" and I delivering
-In the event neither major party from the third congressiorril dist- paigns since he was 11. He was co- his election this year to replace
ownerpublic
under
bring
to
you
-inexcusable falsehoods" today from Madison Square Garden on Saturreceives a majority in the Elector- rict today shaped up as one of the chairman of Gov. Earle C. Clem- Clements who left congress to beship those companies extensively
day night.
al College. said Dr. Corwin. the hottest of the seven contests for ents" campaign in Jefferson county come Governor. Lake was elected
GOP campaign headquarters.
iron
of
Both Dewey and Mr. Truman engaged in the production
Herbert Brownwell. Jr.. manager
House of Representatives 'voting by representative in Kentucky
in 1945 while serving as a Navy
last year.
ore or pig iron or steel or in shape of the Dewey-Warren ticket, ridi- came in for criticism from Prd.
by states would choose the presiIn the third and seventh the par- , He was born in Brownsville and Officer arid has the pest since his
the
processes."
by
steel
rolling
ing
A.
Henry
Party
gressive
candidate
dent, from the three having the ties have locked horns in a bitter attended Centre College. Western release from the service on May
culed the President's acrimonious
King said.
higheln vote in the college, while struggle expected to be much clos- the University of Mexico. and then 1, 1948.
speech in Chicago last night as "a Wallace. Speaking in Jersey City,
speech
King's
the
Treditionally
the
said
President
Wallace
J.,
N.
the Senators. voting individually. er than any of the other five con- Western. He worked during thei Whitaker was a close friend of
transparent attempt to drag the
for
program
legislative
the
contains
campaign:Orson to his own level." "turned over to bankers and genday and attended night ciasses it Thoanas S. Rhea, once a power in
Football fans will be treated to would cnoose the vice-president tests for representative.
Ithe coming year It is agreed upon
. Limn campaign mana- erals his power to act in behalf
The W
two mid-week games at the Holland from the,two highest candidates.'
The Republicans and Democrats the Jefferson sahool of law where Western Kentucky politics. He ti
begovernment
the
members
of
by
statement as Gov. of the people." And he described
47 years old and in 1931 married
ger mg _
stadium this week. Coach Ty Hot; "Dr. Corwin added:
are each winning a seat in the he was graduated in 1936...
fore delivery.
" 'It is generally agreed that the house before thee balloting starts
During the war he served as en- . Miss Helen Dent, a teacher at Logan
Thomas E. Dewey himself headed Dewey as "a pathetic figure" who,
morning.
this
announced
lead
chamber
Speaking in the crowded
for Chicago where he will speak if elected, will "go down in hisTonight at 7:30 the junior varsity House will probably go Republican. next Tuesday. U. S. Rep, Noble J. forcement attorney for the office college in Russellville.
of the House of Lords, where comLake was graduate from Union
tonight from the same platform tory as a worse president than
Gregory, a Mayfield Democrat is of price Administration. A Baptist,
play the B team from Tilgh- but the Senate is extremely doubtwill
mons has met since its own guarters
Colege and received bit law dereree
continued Dr Corwin.
of
number
ful,"
a
a
is
of
he
member
occupied by Mr. Truman last night. either Herbert Hoover or Harry
night
Tomorrow
opposiwithout
school
being
re-elected
high
man
were damaged in the blitzkrieg. the
"A Republican House could be tion, and Republican James S. Gol- civic clubs. He married Miss Cath- from the University of Ky. 'and
Dewey was expected to ignore the Truman."
the freshman will meet the Braze!In Columbia. S C. States' Righti King touthed briefly on the InPresi- den is winning without opposition erine CA of Bowling 'Green while has practiced law in Hai-toed since
'Presidents remarks in adherence
ton junior high team from Paducah. expected to elect Dewey as
language
in
situation
ternational
Demo- in the ninth district.
1948 with the exception of his Navy
he was a student at Western
to his policy of refraining from presidential nominee J. Strom
A small a'dmission charge will be dent, but Barkley might be a
customthan
harsh
more
somewhat
Morton's votes have identified service. He married MiS3 Mary
cratic Senate's choice for Vice"vituperation and abuse" in the Thurmond said Mr. Truman "in his
Jefferson county makes up the
Collected at the gate.
in.
Rnyality
British
by
used
,
arils
"all-out bid for the Negro votes.
President."
closing week of the campaign.
third district and because of its him with the liberal members of: Cathe'rine Barnes of Le,xington,•
comment on foreign all
—
Meanwhile, Mr, Truman Cam- has gone sealar as to take the ungeographic smallness the candidates his party in congress. He was the and they. are the parents of two
)
Ciiiin of appointing a
can gs.t around to all parts of their only member of his party to efiete:1, sons.
paigned through Illinois, Indiana precedentedVirgin
district frequently. That they have against the tax reduction bill He; Fifteen counties make up the secand Ohio on his way to Cleveland Negro govelrner of the
Islands." The South Carolina govbeen doing lately and frequently said it was unfair to reduce taxes ond district. They are Davies. Henwhere he speaks tonight.
now and raise them next year to: derson. Hopkins. McLean. Union,
Chief ernor said the recent invitation to
the
address.
go together.
Chicago
they
his
In
•
Republican Thurston B. Morton, pay the rearmament and European Webster, Ohio. Butler. Edmonsnn,
Executive said "powerful reac- Gov. Wittiest Hastie of the Islands
I Warren, Simpson, Logan, Todd,
41, who toppled Emmett O'Neal Recovery bills.
tionary forces" are working through to visit his executive mansion W AS
A member of an old Kentucky Muhlenbarg, arid Allen.
two years aeo for a seat in the
the Republican Party in an effort "a mistake by an office clerk."
Elsewhere in politics:
house is being opposed by Ralph family. Morton has been active in 1 Some observers belieee it smart
to set up a Fascist dictatorship in
Labor Party—The AFL "defiH leegan, a son of former Sen. the business and ciejc life of Louis- . politics by the Republicans not to
this country. They are the same
M. M. Logan, who is making his ville. He was graduated from Yale oppoee Gregory because the district
type of forces, he said, that backed nitely will do something" aboute
in 1929 and returned home to is about five to one Democratic in
first race for office.
the rise of Hitler in Germany, Mus- starting einother major political
party during its national convenThe candidates frequently have launch a business career that led recistration. And absence of a Resolini In Italy and Tojo in Japan.
debated the issues from the same a" the presidency of the Ballard publiaan candidate for reavreareata-.
The President's speech climaxed tion next month. ac,cording to Presit
said
He
ident
Green.
Williatn
platform, especially at labor and and "Ballard Milling Company. tive may tend to keep some Demo- dempolitical
spectacular
most
the
whether
yet
decided
been
hasn't
rallies where Morton has de- When war came. he enlisted in the crabs at home because of the lack
civic
hiscity's
windy
the
in
onstration
whethor
alone
it
go
will
his votes for the raft-Har- Navy where he served roue years, of a hot local contest. .
AFL
the
fended
Chicagoans
tory. 'Some 750.000 .
tley law and Logan tells why he which fired him with a determine.; Bin this time that is doubtful betarried out to cheer the Democratic er the new party will represent a
tion for public service. His sweep.' cause the favorite son of this disthinks it should be repealed
candidate during a three-mile par- combination of labor groups. A
Morton's votes for the law have ing victory two years ago was the trict. Sen. Alben W. Barkley. of
ade that rolled along under an um- . ilar proposal was voiced sev: Paducah. is the Democratic vice-. .,
brought him the opposition of or- first step.
eral weeks ago by CIO vice presibrella of fireworks.
Morton married Mise Belle Clay presidential candidate and a Demo.
ganized labor leaders in a district
Republican bigwig, are planning dent Walter Reuther. •
where labor is a potent force A Lyons. of Louisville. They are the cratic district may be expeled to
Issues-CIO president Philip Mura similarly boisterous reception for
victory for Logan coupled parents of two sons. Thuraton Sal-I turn out a large favorite son vote.
labor
is
Dewey
Gov.
that
complained
ray
tonight.
Dewey
third district victory lard Morton Jr.. and Clay Lyons; There are 14 counties in the diswith
labor's
camthe
of
issues
vital
dodging
Governor
the
A spokesman said
trict. They are Hallam Caldwell.
nominee Virgil Morton, 12.
senatorial
President
over
Lion
said.
he
nominee.
GOP
The
paign.
the
President
Rotary
will emphasize in his speech
Y.B.M.C. President
Democrats outnumber Republi- ISalloway, Carlisle, Christial. CritBrown
Young
John
with
Chapman
are
automobiles
Vaughn
that
us
"told
haa
Leonard
f important interdependence of busi,
Rev. Robert !armee
Nat Ryan Hughee
in the August primary would gur- cans in registration. 110.419 to 53,- 1 tenden. Fulton. Graves. Hickman.
run y gasoline . . . and that the
ness, labor and egrizature. He will futu1
labor a powerful plase in the 412 in the !second district where' Lyon, McCracken. Marshall and
antee
lies ahead of us." But, said
tonight
endeaver to show "Sw government
' Arrangements for the Inter-club meeting of the city's three service organisations, scheduled for
county Democratic mach- Rep. John A. Whitaker. of Russel-, Trigg.
Jefferson
policies friendly to each will help Mur y in a radio speech,...be elzae at the Womans flab house, was under the direction of the three men pictured above. The main speaker
ine. And labor is leaving no stones ville, is being opposed by Mallam i The Progressive Party is running.
build a healthy, vigorous Ameri- "displayed his contempt and scorn
1 its only candidate for representaof the University of Louisville. Dinner music will be supplied by students unturned to win that spat.
Attorney 91 Ohio county.
for the plain people" by refueing ,Wirrt. John W. Taylor, president
ca." the spokesman said.
(Continued on Page Two)
rtment at the college.
The batVe ill that district is be I
Logan was reared in a family
under the direction of Price Doyle, head of the music dep)
college
State
Murray
from
issues.
pertinent
discuss
to
annoyan
from
Fully recovered

MHS Seniors
Plan Halloween
Fun Carnival
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FROM MANY LANDS
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THE LEDGER _ACMES - -

(Continued herd :Sage Ones
live in the third distriat. H2 Alfred
M. caraoll, Metro attueney,, who it
nudging his tine bid for iftloe. tie
received his A II.- degree Cum
his
Laurie from Wilberforce
law degree from iHoward lJniversi7
ty.
He is now co-council in the suit
against the University of Keptuci
ky in wbich Lyman 'I'. Johnson.
Louisville teacher, seeks .admissiOn
to U. 1S lie is married and the father of four children.
Carrot and Dr. Roliestal., G.arriSon the Prolubitiontat candidate, I
are au, expected to receave many '.
votes. but Carroll might take
cl:. Democrats to make a dift. nroeung
et

& TIME:S PIBLIHIX6 C05IP4NY •
pr&nieBED By
y Times, and re
Corietaidaten of The Murray Ledger. The Canowa
January 17, Ifis.
IHnsee-Herald. October 20, lite& and the West Kentuckian•
W. PERON WILLI451S. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
St_ Murry
Pabliatied afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th
sion as
transmis
fur
y,
intered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentuck
Seeond Ciass Matter
per a.colt 151-i: per
IIIHSCRIPTION RATES: By Canner in Murray.
month, 65e. In Calloway and acienialng count-an. Per year. USG. elseWhere $5.50.
CO.. 903 Stenck
RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE!' WALLACE WITMER 307 N.
Michigan
Building. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Perk Ave.. New York.
Lee, Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
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THE KENTUCKY PKESS----Anz_rOCAT1flail_
_
to thejditor
We reserve the right to reject any Adverta,ng. Lett,•rs bon interest
the
at Public Voice items winch in .our opinion are nt for
II our readers.

•

Hoi
But
Her

Keubeeky's two retype Candidates
:or senator today continued their;
speech tours throughout the state,
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RAIN OR SHINE

One-of the best Automobile Auctions
in the South. Don't sell or trade your car
too cheap. For $3.00 get bids from 50 or
more of the State's best buyers.
East City Limits Nashville Hi-way 41A
Telephone 766

CLARKSVILLE, AUCTION CO.
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BY KAULEE

HOPELESS HERMAN

We can help
The men and
women
Who fought
staunchly
By our side
Find a home
And build a
future
He forgets that displaced persons
cannot make their way alone.
Till they've found a place of welcome
and a land to call their own.
Where. Instead of being Idle. they can
work and do their part
Bringing glory to the land that opens
up Its gates and heart

Hopeless Herman knows the was left
many homeless in its wake.
But he doesn't know their plight is one
in which hat has. a stake.
Herman can't se* that the thousands
still in camps across the sea
Represent an urgent problem that
affects our victory.

In which we can
All take pride.

Arlornall0001 Refuge. Oro onuation

3
scooping

ping and

Blood River

But we're not all Hopeless Hermann
and we know it's only fair
For die freedom-loving nations to be
Welcoming their share:
And we know that U.N. efforts through
the IRO' today.
Can. Li we lend help and comfort,
speed the D.P.'s on their way.

whole
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out of the pot or kettle as they

it will be published in the County
Papers.
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Purchase Agreements
Purchase Agreements will be
available to producers from time of
harvest through March 31, 1949. The
IL ran Loans
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roof and is not too wide
this period will exteed for 30 days
the specifications. crib needs to be from' September. 1, 1949, the maup Off the ground to allow.cats and ttikity date for corn loans, or from
dogs to get under it. if the crib is such earlier date as demand may be
over 10 feet wide ventilators may made by CCC for payment of corn
be used to allow free passage of loans.
gie through the corn. Corn placed
For any. other—infoernatien about
,under Loans will not be accepted Loans or Purchase Agreements go
motspercent
with mot=6 than 20.5
to the Calloway County AAA
.ture content, and must test No. 3 Office.
or better or No. 4 by test weight
Only.
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AAA Office gets that information home unexcepted
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are called now.
Those celebrating their birthdays
in the month of October are Ted
Otho of Waverly,
I will write a few items tonight Lewis and son,
and Esther and Jimmie
as I. listen to the radio and Ky. Tenn,
of Michigan,
Bell you should be here and we Rodriquez
Orvis Wilson of Detroit expects
would sit up again until the roosta lay off from work and Mrs. Wilers crow at midnight.
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell
Kentucky Bell, Mrs. Hontas Gra- son writes
be home for a
ham of Murray told me about you that they would
they came home
taking the Ledger and Times to visit. This summer
Mrs. Mitchell and letters
Miss Hattie Vaughn's for her to after
in from Mrs. Elmer Rodread Blood River News the past poured
family of De.roit for
week. If Kentucky Bell had of roguez and
sure and come. Her
been angry with the Ole Maid I her to be
Esther wrote that
ter
granddaugh
printit
wanted
have
Sure wouldn't
upstairs with a
sleep
we
would
Guess
Times.
and
ed in the Ledger
bed. Mrs. Wilson gave
I stretched the blanket on her. She radio by the
a dozen towels, tablewas only very anxious for me to Mrs. Mitchell
a new print dress, every day
vrite the news. I was only teasing cloths,
that really hold me down,
so just let it come out in the wash. slippers
and a beautiful crepe hanky with
Ha Ha.
the Asivords Niagra Falls, Canada
Kentucky Bell has visi'ed the embroidered on It. Mrs. Wilson
and
recently
Ole Maid a few times
v.-rites today that if sh -_. don't
we enjoyed ourselves so much
soon that she is mailing
come
talking and laughing. The 'past some crepe dresses and other
Saturday night she came away af- things. But, Kentucky Belle they
ter dark and had to eat the left- will be just for the moths. I have
over scraps and then the past week a new beautiful crepe dress that
while visiting me she was eating Mrs. Elmer liodriquez of Michisoybeans so mannerly and precisgan mailed for Christmas about
ely.• cutting them in halves, and the
four or five years ago and just
Ole Maid stepped our of the room
trying it on was all.
for a moment and Kentucky Belle
Kentucky Belle you know thai
had the lars.e mixing spoon sopA
1iroro.IA.
it would take two trunks instead
:at
of suitcases for all of my old dressBrown UniEngle,
es that I have had for 12 long OR, FOR A NINE-FOOT TACKLE—Rip
years. Don't care to primp any versity football coach (second from left) sighs as he and
nine-foot,
Rodriquez promised
more. Mrs
his staff examine Brown's new mascot bear, a
me little fish in a jar, a canary four-inch Kodiak (stuffed) contributed by Midwest alumni.
proportions.
bird and a hair trimming and a
Engle could use a few tackles built along same
permanent but I wore short hair
and bangs long enough.
Mr. Gun Smith and Mr. Andy
All her kids have promised her
have gone to Detroit to
Carter
she
refuses.
but
a set of gold teeth
work.
find
the
in
up
She just wants to sit
Mrs. Ethel Stone returned home
Mies Ruby Turner spent Sunday
corner. don't even want to go visit
a visit with relatives in rught with Mrs. Algie Tidewell.
from
Ky. Belle. Ho. and no reviving.
Clinton, Ky.
Jennings Turner made a business
Guess I would be called a shut in.
and Mrs. Harlan Black and trip to Memphis. Tenn.
Kentucky Belle comes with her
visited relatives in Clinton one
tongue all lolled out and the Ole
Use our Classified Ads — They
Maid's is sharp as a two edge der the past week.
sword, ho bo.,
Mrs. Bernard Jones returned to, get the business
•
•
r•
Louis Mitchell of Detroit writes home of her daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell that he plans Robert Turnbow and is reported
coming home to stay in the near doing fine.
future. Some Detroiter% this sumNeighbors and friends quilted
mer told Mrs. Mitchell that he had two quilts for Mr. and Mrs. Hera
was
T. B. of the throat, but that
man Tidewell whose home was
mistakes. His throat was hi serious destroyed by fire a short time past.
to
us
from
money
Get the
condition all winter and his doctor
Misses Altie and Carlene Lamb
meet any financial emergensuggested to him to quit work and spent Saturday night with Mr. and
fou'll appreciate our
come home for two months, but
cy
Mrs Earl Lamb and family.
he got well and continued to work.
prompt, f-iendly service. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cude and
Hatten Lewis visited Ted Lewis
Attie Snow .ind Miss
and family of Waverly, Tennessee Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon
the past week end. A few weeks Opal Snow
Sunday afternoon callpast a man was found murdered Cude were
Hifi I,S
IN Fl
Mrs. Linn Diggs.
and
Mr.
of
ers
home
their
from
river
the
across
a
received
S
PATTERN
Page
FALL
field.
NEW
a
Allen
in
deep
Mrs.
buried six inches
IN STOCK FOR
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lewis of Wav- birthday card shower Tuesday, Mrs
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
erly have not heard from their son Page is some better.
Murray
Sgt. Othelle Lewis of Germany for
506 Main St.
Phone 1180. M...- Ellis
two months and are very uneasy He has been in the Army for three
about him. He volunteered for years the third of December when
overseas duty and says the service he expects to return to th,. states.
there is better than in the U. S. While sailing for Germany a severe
storm threw a boy across the ship
and broke his limb.
Kentucky Bella I don't like your
remedy for flu aches. I will just
Incorpoi iited)
.04.•440tert
Hopkinsville. Ky.
do like a play at Concord school a
and
man
slender
A
pilst.
few years
a fat woman, he had to sell his
I FARM EQUIPMENT
wife's bike. She dreamed all night
that she was coasting and I Will
treadle for ease.
Kentucky Belle and Ole Maid
hardly can read their own hand-

I

Coldwater News

(ri

RUGS and CARPETS
•

Just what you need to

MOVE OR LEVEL DIRT FAST!
• You can't beat a Demmer All
Purpose Blade for grading, clean
ins feed lets, terracing, ditching.
filling gullies, or moving snow.
Attaches quickly to Ford Tractor.
Lifts and lowers by Hydraulic Tench
Control. Reversible blade adjusts for
angle tilt and pitch. See one soon!

TILTS POI
DITCHING

MUNN POO
IIIACKPILLING

Billington-Jones Motor Co. Inc.

writing.
E. H. Simmons fineer nail was
closely trimwed instead of being cut
off
Wish you a nice trip to Detroit,
Kentucky Belle, and be sure to
call to see my kids. My dear son
in law Elmer Rodriquez told Mrs.
Rodriquez the past week in her
letter, to give me all his love and!
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell answers'
oodles of love If I receive one
other money order for 330.00 from
Mrs. Orvis Wilson like I did in
the Spring to come to Detroit if I
wanted to I will No return it to
her again.
Impossible to write half ,of the
news this time and will close..and
fix a package ,for mailing to Detroit to Mrs. Olillte Rodriquez for
her to sew and make me two gieel
warm dresses for cold days. Have
had eight yards of material for
three or four years.
Several women have wanted to
buy this goods. Got it while Ken- 1
tucky Belle and Ole Maid were
trotting to Murray often. Size then
14 inches, now only 38. All now for
several weeks.
Ole Maid

TODAY
and Tomorrow

Read The Ledger & Times Classified Ads
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IV** HasSeen The Tried, Tree Friend of

Nentecky Tobacco Growers?
Politicians at long last have recognized the importance of the tobacco program. They now are all for it
because it means so much to the economic welfare of
the tobacco producing states.
This has not always been the case. We have struggled
against formidable odds to bring this about.
In this long, hard fight we have had a staunch friend
in Virgil Chapman, Democratic nominee for the United
States Senate. Let us not forget Mr. Chapman on Tuesday, November 2.

casli

OVA tIIRA *THROUGH
I0l1
vat. sit DOLIAR
LEI MIL I00
HELP

and Spanist
BOOTIES FOR THE EVENING—In black satin,
these bootie;
lace that frills around the ankle like a cuff, internationa
for evening wear were seen at Britain's biggest
House
exhibition of footwear on display at Grosvenor
London. Emphasis was on ankle-hugging designs.

In order that credit be given where credit is due, we
respectfully call to your attention the following set of
questions and answers relative to the tobacco program:

Vote for Chapman for Water November 2
To Protect Your Livelihood

1. WHO, among public men, has
been in the forefront of every movement for tle benefit of tobacco growers for 27 years? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

to improve operation of A.A.A. of
1938, and bring it to the highest
state of benefit to tobacco growers?
VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

2. When the AAA Act was introduced in 1933, with a base period
that would have precluded Burley
tobacco, WHO was a leader in
remedying the defect and including
Burley in the AAA program? VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.
_3.. When in 1936 the Supreme
Court declared the A.A.A. of 1933
unconstitutional, WHO introduced
the bill that resulted in full payments
to the thousands of farmers who hod
fulfilled production-adjustment contracts with the government? VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.

6. Who always stood for protection of tenants and share-croppers
and safeguarded rights of small
growers, going before the Senate
Committee in behalf of the "one-half
acre minimum bill" and later. the
"one-acre mini:I:nun bill?" VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.
7. WHO introduced and pressed
to enactment the Chapman-Barkley
tobacco Stocks and Standards Act of
1935, one of the most important permanent contributions to tobacco law
ever enacted? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.
8. WHO took an active part in
providing a floor under the price of
Burley tobacco equal to 90/. of
parity, as the best insurance
against bankruptcy and ruin such
as followed World War I? VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.

4. WHO collaborated in planning
and enacting the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, to improve soil
conservation; authorize loans for
storage of surplus yields; develop
domestic and foreign markets; provide marketing quotas upon approval by two-thirds of the growers
voting in a referendum? VIRGIL
CHAPMAN.

9. When the Price Control Act of
October 2. 1942, authorized ceilings
on farm products. WHO devised and
drafted the amendment establishing
the price formula for Burley tobacco.
VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

5. WHO participated in preparing
all, and personally introduced several, of the subsequent amendments

10. WHO led the fight before the

stabilization officials for its proper
interpretation, increasing the return
to Burley growers on the 1942-'43-'44
and '45 crops as follows: 19427449.807,500: 1943 — $61,058,400; 1944 —
$75,120,500; 1945—$41.623,200 ... a
total in the four ceiling years of
$227,609,600 — which the growers
could not have got except for that
47-word amendment — enough to
pay a senator's salary for 15,173
years? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.
11. WHO was the key figure in
the enactment of a bill in 1945 which
provided a support price formula
that increased the return to growers
of dark tobacco from six to eight
cents a pound? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.
12. When there was introduced in
the U. S. Senate the Republican
measure known as the Aiken Bill,
which would have reduced the
national marketing quota for Burley
tobacco 200 million pounds and the
support price more than $10.00 a
hundred and would have destroyed
the long established and life saving
program for the Kentucky dark types
of tobacco. WHO sounded the alarm
from Washington and called to
appear before the Senate Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry tobacco
leaders from Kentucky to oppose
this bill? VIRGIL CHAPMAN.

. Go to the polls Tuesday.
Chapman has been a tried and true friend of Kentucky tobacco growers
United States Senate.
the
for
nominee
tic
Democra
n
November 2, and vote for Virgil Chapma
Virgil

KENTUCKY TOBACCO GROWERS FOR CHAPMAN FOR U.S. SENATOR
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lapsiey Haskins, Paris, Ky.
I. C. Haley, Paris, Ky.
Joe McDaniel', Cynthiona, Ky.
Boyd Caywised, Mt. Sterling, Ky,
Newt Lee, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
John Cummins, Cynthiana, Ky.
John T. Woodford, Pads, Ky.
Jos H. Ewalt, Paris, Ky.
H. Martin, Paris, Ky.
Merry Lefton, Carlisle, Ky.
Harry Sipple, Paris, Ky.
M. Rogers, Pads, Ky.
Diodes M. Dean. Nicholasville. Ky.
Robert J. Denny, Nicholasville, Ky.
Ruse!' Bromfield, Nich•lasville, Ky.
Hugh Mahin, Keen*, Ky.
John C. Watts, Illichollasville, Ky.
Garnett Cher...milt, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Francis Dritnnon, MI Sterling, Ky.
Sell Haddon, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Joke lades, Paris, Ky.
W. G. McClintock, Ports, Ky.
Robert G. Jones, North Middletown, Ky.
Dillard Dowels', MI. Sterling, Ky.
T. W. Moffet, Cynthiana, Ky.
Paul Horroller, Port Royal, Ky.
Senator James H. Thompson, Paris, Ky.
Hume Payne,.Route 5, Paris, Ky

H. S. Caywood, North Middletown, Ky.
J. R. Lancaster, Georgetown, Ky.
R. P. Taylor, Winchester, Ky.
W. K. PreowItt, Mt. SNcling, Ky.
Ales Childs, Mt. Sterling, Ky,
Omer Rogers, Owonsville, Ky.
John S. Juett, Williamstown, Ky.
Ira T. Caldwell, Vinery:Ion, Ky.
John S. luster, Harrodsburg, Ky.
Platt Steel*, Lexington, Ky.
Fronts Kiser, Paris, Ky.
W. C. Clay, Mt. Sterling,Wy.
W. S. Meng, North Middletown, Ky,
S. S. Dickson, Pads, Ky.
Dan H. Lloyd, Gorman/awn, Ky.
Allen Robertson, Augusta, Ky.
L. D. Richards, Warsaw, Ky.
Ottm Mitchell, Harrodsburg, Ky,
Tom Cook, Taylersoille, Ky.
Ira Kemper, Monterey, Ky.
Howard McDonald, Monterey, Ky.
Dyword Mars's., Monterey, Ky.
Walter %rout, tilwingsYlllo, Ky.
Proctor Wood, Millersburg, Ky.
Reese Ingels, Millersburg, Ky.
Finley Burris, Carlisle, Ky.
Ales, Miller, Millersburg, Ky.
Conner Fletcher, Paris, Ky.
Robert Ferguson, Paris, Ky.

Headley Shows., Chin., Lexington, Ky.
Broadbent, Sr., Cadiz, Ky.
Ben Adams, Hopkinsville, Ky.
cherm Owensboro, Ky.
Ireilliarn J
Boone Hill, Benton, Ky.
A. F. Doran, Murray, Ky.
W. J. Foster, Stanley, Ky.
John L. Thurman, Hopkinsviller, Ky.
Rudy Hendon, Hazel, Ky.
It. K. Hubbard. Munfordville, Ky.
Stoles A. Beard, Missfordville, Ky,
Toltie Toung, Paris, Ky.
i.e A. -Jones, North Middletown, Ky,
J. W. Parker, Carlisle, Ky.
Georg* W. Lysle, North Middletown, Ky.
Jed King, Pleasureville, Ky.
J. S. Singleton, New Castle, Ky.
C. A. Smith, Pendleton, Ky.
Dentin, Jonft, Campbeffsburg, Ky,
H. E. Coonit, Lesington, Ky.
George W. Dunlap, Versailles, Ky.
Ben W Thompson, Versailles, Ky,
D J. Williams. Richmond, Ky.
Andrew D. Gault, Mayslicir, Ky.
A. C. Karsne., Jr., Monterey. Ky.
Chester Jordan, Brooksville, Ky.
Thomas L. Clore, Eminence, Ky.
Rufus L. Pickett, Finchville Ky.
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College
Calendar

A "PEACE PLATE" Fen TODAY

r Mr. and Mrs.-Kimbro
Honored.With
Househo21-d. -Shower

()etcher 27„ WecineidaY — Chapel.
Acidness by Dr. John- W. Taylor.
presalent 'of the University sf

Sad.,e A1ec!Same MePcarzt

Sac

Mr. and
vve .e

l

HorneeomOelober 30. Seturday
-Morning classes are dis• missed by the president. HomeBated Fish
Baked ash. tart with rnayanraise
coring events:
Half
Petetoes
on
Shell
Juice
iro
l*C4Hitn
od
unand Ieseen
7 6.M.--=Viseare clot) breakfast.
Escallered Tama:nee
der the Ur.:Iler. is aergarn eating.
9:30 a me-Homecortring • Parade.
Pear Salad. Peanut theseing
For meat and ash niarkets Molasses Pudding
11:30 e.m.—Registration of alumLenora Sauce
around tee a e',13iy are tea r1:
ni in Wells hell.
FOOD TIPS: Peaee Pl. te menus
several ta.,..es of fish at less tee.
12:15 p rn.-- ea:tenni 7.;:r. -h J. .A.,
SO cents a emeriti And teat's about eed rece_e• are prepared and testWells hell;
half the price of leg of Iamb roast, ed by Govern:rent home ecenorn2:00 tern-a-Fee:bell prmr. T.
Its only natural that you're look- este who are posted on current
see Tech.
ing for inexpensive train-dish buys. market informatien.
Thet's the only way most An-eelFrom market seCcialists of the I 4 pen. to is p.m
-can families can make ends meet U S. Department of Agresultere--I. given by ler
on ne's t,
they get current reports abeen the
•
.
8:33 pere foods the country over.
Y ur f.sh dinner might well fea- sepply
fuse' arta loene..
These
shoe
what
foods
art
plentiture .•,- ••ea bass. It appeared on the
reareet :n a large city recently at 'fel and comparatively cheap. .
: 25 cents a paund.
How can you keep infortited
-"••••••
Perch. pcl.ack fillets. arid ash about efoods which are locally
'steaks were alse advertised at un- plentiful and economical' Among
your beet sources of information
der 30 evils. The pollock
.
411-4C.•
for instar.ece include practically no are the grocery ads in your local
••••••
waste. . There's not a great deal r.e
,..extereeeseentnetie.
Valien tOods are in geed supply
-of waste es the fish steak either.
grocers usually advertise the fact.
VARS171- THEATRE.
And grocery ads also tell prices. -Berl n Express:' I 1 Hr
BAKED FISB
n
I lb. Sob ste..k or li:let
One of the best pre-busing steps Feature Starts: 1:18-3:27-5 ::3-7:2.1'
you
can
take
is
to sit down with
1.rnson juice
the newspaper and study the ads 9 24.
:tablosposas m aaaaaalso
as
you
plar.
your
menus. In your
Vire rah. Cut :nt. pieces th• Was
Wednesday; October 27
tor Der. mg. Salt cal both Maas. Sortable own living room there's time for
.with e mon Juke, spread wab
0557- comparing food prime •
The J. N. Williaies Chet:ter of
coral** Place In • greased 'hallow
the United Daughters of the CenThe trip to market. itself. is it
•
baking CL4h Rot. n s ir.,:ersto oven
..4,1350•F, about 25 ir.r.L.:*.ori. It not 14- second ecenorny step Here is your
federecy will meet with Mrs. WesA:kent.::•.• bTsoar.ed. pie. under the
ley Weldrop at 2:30 insteed of the
trolly tor, few minutes. Spririklo with opportunity to hey the size and
.135 servo fratr. b.ldsag 4101. qu.lity best suited to your purse
regular- meeting date, October 20.
Serves a.
and purpose.

Old-Tim't Quilting
Party Held At Home
Of Mra._Hargrove

e

Special Xmas Offer
8x 10 Photograph
.on Rembrandt paper, insuring the
picture of ...

NOW—Two hundred million girdles later,
Marie Denham, of Bridgeport, Cairn., looks over a corset
made by Warner Brothers in 1874 and compares it with the
200,000,000th produced by the firm. great-grandma's style
of 1874 had a waist of 18 inches, while Marie's measures 18
lnches—but she can breathe.

New expression
truly achieved

Every. print in its best mood
Every print in its best setting
Poems in print
Forever alive, forever beautiful.'

portrait price which is only

Or;

Mud

"I was thinking I'd Lila you a

Zl;••••

the aunt tor Garrison and try ariot.t.cr way to straIghtenacrut his life
But his conditien wouldn't permit
rum to land a idle He was an aviotor uy trade, and a military one at
that, and an aviator with a weakness Is no aviator at all.
His pipe was smoked out, when
the idea came out of nowhere. The
girl, Tracy Hayden. could be the
pelt in a trap. To trap a bear. u-e
huncy Phil Garrison wasn't exactly a Pear, but he did i.ke honey—
when It came In the form of an extremely pretty olonde.
An hour later. dressed in the better of his two stets. Jim entered a
small restaurant. The man he had
phoned to meg him was sauna In
a booth at the1rear. He shook Jim's
nand, and then they had coffee.
JP111 MUIR, said. "Look. Bert. I
know you can get in touch with Phil
Garrison. but won't tell me his
whereabouts."
"Vi'l.at do you want, Jim?"
"Just a little thing. I merely want
you to pass word on to Garrison
that there Is a girl here in town who
m••ans something important to him.
Tell him I'll make a decent deal
CHAPTER VI
we it him He ran check oil'this girl
RACK in his own room. Jim for Ill be with her tonigot at eight.
Conroy sat down with his in the cocktail lounge of the Hotel
- pipe and thoughtfully took Montrose I'm giving that heel a
break. Bert."
stock of his situation. The outBert's china-blue eyes feckered.
look was far from bright
He said. laughing a little, "I Want
Blende frac) Hayden was not
born a Garrison. bat she lived at
the luxurious Hacienda. founded
by Old Jeff Garrison. late cattle
baron. Tracy It the favorite of
the baron's frail widow. Senora
Maria. and thus wins the enmity
of the others at the Arizona
ranch. Ruth and Juan. grandchildren. and Weak Ramon. only
tarsi.ing son. The Senora learns
of another grandson she Orl'ef
has seen. Phil Garrison. and
sends Tracy to bring him to the
Hacienda. despite the opposition
of the others. In a distant city, a
tall stranger. Jim ('onroy. rents a
room and stealthily ransacks the
adjoining room. only to be interrupted by the knee-king of Tracy.
who has been directed to Garrisons room. Drawing his ran.
Conroy admit. her Assuming he
is the Senora's erandsen. Teary
urges him to visit the Hacienda.
Conroe agrees to bonaider and
Tracy leatca. convinced the lotes
him. Later Conroy returns to
Garrison's room, only to find It
stripped and his (marry fled.

cocktail."
'I'd eke that. Philip 1-racy put
deem the phone after agreing
Join rum in the
la teL ann.
alteS. She spent tnose Len minute*
rouging her lips ante surveying norsell an the maror —wondering If lie
would like her in the pale green
dinner dress she wore.
E HAD lost some of his grimH
ness. anti -he Lad a smile for
her When they met in the 1000)
he said matter-of-factly. "You're
prettier than I thought.' And
Tracy felt her ilerlit skip a teat
Just those few words made her lose
her emotional stability rhea etino
a corner table in the lounge. and
Jim jonroy ordered cocktails anct
aghted a cigarette. Tracy studied
lam covertly, finding ten, farther
removed tram the accepted Clamsoffmold thrift she had thought.
He startled her by saying. "Do 1
pass Inspection?"
"Yes, of course," Tracy said. "I
didn't guess you were aware of my
stare. You were so intent on that

cigarette."
"I've gotten into the habit of

KImbro,

•

Scillas blossom before the sheets,

FOR
cr
217-1

are nzxt to 1.1•1•'m. rn.!7- 11

than viele.s. Tta,y ready c ryct
the gromd With color; atij

-

•

cur

climate end sett Both will 'reread'
from seed drceped ence armlet, to
start your first plantings where
there is room to expar.d. Beene:re Ii
ber thile early Eateers cene befollowing guests:
fore there are aay leaves, and mae
Ur. and Mrs. Jois -Dick. Mrs. be planted close to sentles, or in
Riatie Cairene, Mr. arid Mr, Loyal _ba:-der seacee
tielto ".:7*•.hBuey, Mr. and Mrs. John Laseiter b•rs, later in the seaaan, would
and sons T.nneaie apd Jerve Mrs. hide them.
C7OCUZel
,bloorrt 1•efore the &MeRupert Lassiter, Mrs: Brooks Stubbe plantcd in
blefield, aide and Mrs. Dave Trip- tals; and they
grpups, never in rows, .na:1 never
lett.
in grass which will be reov.etl. Tat.
al!or.•e.1
Mr. end Mrs. Bob Smith, Mrs. !Chien of eh baths
Thomas Parker and daughtee. Dana to- tc.'n ycliow,w:d O...r up I:,
Iceves
Kaye, Mr. and Mrs. Orwell Thur- the belles ere liftad If the
are cut --if while snit gt•a_TI tee Lull)
man and Charles. Barbara Ann and Cannot n,ature. Coeettaa3 g:-.'e
Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs. Raymund blue and yc-flovi
inane Ceartises In a group
Kimbnis nod daughter, Gladys Faye leak well together, and may be
near window.
pat.
many
enablned iii
Pudueah.
It is a mistalie to plant only daft •tc rns.
Mrs. It Vaal Fair and eaughter
Tlie first drifIodils come after the dds and tulIlea, aed neglect t, Loretto. Mrs. Buford Bailey, Mee crocuses. and then the hyacinths,. emallet but earlier flowers. They
Louie Eleridge, Mr. and Mrs. Le- 'early tubers and finally the tall, nic.y not make a spectacular shoeroy Eldridge 'and ran Charles.
late Winn which usually bleaeorn ing to imeeess garden visitors, but
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Bury ens' two weeks beferef-the irises, and are the spiritual uplift which their apneeee et a color climates, which pearance will 'bring to you next
daughter Done Keys,.
ore.nst be surpassed the remainder March or Anril, will be one of your
Mr. and Mrs. William Kimbro of the year. ' . •
most ratisfying garclea experiences.
and daughter Anita, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Dirice-Mrs.
te -"Sambre).
Mrs. Curtis Geurin end siet. M.
Mr. .and Mrs. Dick Sykes. Mr. I
Mr. arid Mrs. Alums Steele, . Mr.
Blaine Sykes and Mr and it . ;.
and Mrs. Charlie KiMbro and
Robert Moyer motored to •
deughter Merle and the honorees,
• . Toelaiity, October
palgne. III last ....1._cend to:.,1
Those senbing gifts were Mr. and
The Mission Study Class of the
Illinois-Purdue' tootlialrka
Mrs. Jack Smith. Mrs. Gey Boyd tate
••
First Methodist Church will meet
of betroit, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
at 2:30 at the church Mrs. A. D.
Houston. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mrs. W. F. Robbins retuined
Sutterworth, director, will present
Houston. Mr. and Mrs. .Harold her home in Paris, Tenn.. last Satoi
the lesson on the Panama.
Houston. Mr. and Mrs. • Ross Lay- urday (ollewing a two weeks visit
CanlZoe.
coch. Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thurmon, with Mr. and MA S. Jarnes C. WilMr. and Mrs. Alli.16011 Thidnia5, Mr. harns and children, Buzz, Jimmy
.3Jurzass - Star Chapter 433 Oa E.
and Mrs. Obray Willoughby.
and Tommy.
S. will hold' their regular meeting
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson,
••
at 7:15 at the Masonic Hall.
Mr. and, Mrs. Lumen Theropsow
Mr. and Mrs. C. B Crawford
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Geurin, Mr. and moved into their new regidence oil
Mrs. flute- Milner-eta and &ugh- West Main Street last Thursday.
te. Defhus, Mr. and Mrs. Orvin The .Crawfords recently purchased
IlleKinny mid Mr.. abd Mrs. Oar- the residence from Mrs. Dewey
lan Neele_
Nelson.
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Co

Mrs. Will Harris, wise has spent
ms
hom
tre
ess
r of coaled:,
ray Woman's Club will have a card
several weeks in Murree with her
party_ _fur .student veteran.' wives
is to rub throat,
brother. Melaa Linn and family,
at p0 at the Club House.
chest. back with
--th Fourteenth street; Mrs. Willie Lena-and daughter. Miss Evelyn
Luin, 1110 Olive street, has returned to her home IneVetehville MAIL
Mrs. Harris visited, also, her sisters.
Mrs Robert Butterworth and M -Tom Williems of Mayfield. Ky.

The best-known

can use to relieve
VACISW•

•

II•for
.
•yew bertilif'NW

••

A message has been received le
the city of the death of Dr. L. le
Jones of Glendale, Calif. who Ch1111.
to Murray In 1921 end was associatd with the Mason Memorial Haspeal. now Murray Hospital. for
several years. Or, Junes was-.ruck
by a hit-and-rein automobile driver.
He operated his own X-Ray`leaboratory in Glendale.
••

COME IN AND LIT US GIVE YOU* COMMIS
DIMONSTRATION OF MI FAMOUS

watching with a sixth sense. It
cornea in handy sometimes. Ted me.
were you thinking that I at out
much like your Garrisons,"
"I dittna, k now nut father.
Plulip.And my recollections of your
grarnhather are hazy. He died when
I was a very smite girl."
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Miller, Mrs.
"Perhaps I wouldn't fit in well Rob Roy Hacks of Hazel were in
there. You know nothing about
Murray, Monday.
me. You found me hiding be:11nd a
• door, with a gun in my hand. How
You will live with your
Mrs. Effie Morris and Miss Dedra
do you know I'm not mixed up in
new range a long time
somethipg shady?"
Lynn Morns of Lynnville, Mrs.
-SO we suggest you
shop
and compare. Sec
Tree), gee(' him a confident smile. Audrey Reaves of -Hazel and Mr.
the Tappan! There's a
"I have a sixth sense, too. It tells, and Mrs B. F. Scherfflua were
wealth of conveniences
me retitle all you should be.''
dinner guests of Mr. and Mee
•
to make your kitchen
"And you have no curiosity about
PPM Mt
,
Glindel
Re-aves
lest
Friday.
hours easier- more enjoyable. Famous
my hiding?About the gun?"
•• •
01M141411
for its beatiey, your new Tappan
"I have thought about it. I think
will be the envy of your friends.
you're in shmo9ort of danger." She
Mrs. 11. L. Wade has returned
Or INMAN!
met his eyes levelly. "And I think from :I
'AS visit with relatives
OPEN
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
that 4s one more reason why you in Memphis.
should come to Garrison Ranch
• ••
with me. You will be aide there. You
• Mrs. E. B. Ludwick and Mrs. Ada
need never fear again."
-Was that your impression—that Hubbard have returned to theii• 105 North Fourth Street
Phone 1177
ritrat
idt?"
1 a
.,Isa,fw
home on South Ninth Straet folelite?"
lowing a recent visit with relativss
Curtis W. Doran, District
Meager
He looked a: ner a long moment, and friends In Eddyviilt Lduisfrowning well a dark intentness,
ille arfi Hodginavlile. •• •
then said. "I was not afraid." And
something In his voice and In his
eyes told Tracy that was so. He was
not afraid: he would Dot be afraid..
Ile toe like Old Jeff Garrison who
had fought Apaches and rein
white men—aid taken his brute try
farce and ceurage Tracy looked at
the man beside her with shining
eyes.
"I should have known 1 was
wrong." she said."Af ter all, you s, ho
werean the Tiger Squadron—" She
•
broke 04 seeing annoyance cross
"I'm
sorry,
did
I
say
the
his face.
wrong thing again?"
"Not that exactly," he said. "It's
ju.st that talking about my -flying In
China reminds me 'of things I'd
rather forget."
I
.
.ONE COAT PrinIFS,
His smile took the edge off the
3 Economical! Easy to use!
He u-as like old Jeff Garrison who had fought Apaches and
words. They avoided talk of the war
seals,Paintrand protects
'
Covers double the area.
renegade white men.
after that. and Tracy found nereelf
concrete and cement floors
Costs less than lc per square
,
telling
him-ebout
the
ranch
and
... seals and finishes wood
The trai4het should have ended no part of your feud with Garrison. about the otaer Garrisons. He sip".„ oat covers..,both
and-linoleum floors ,.. ALL
here in this squalid house seemed Besides, how can I give him a mesiNTERIQR'and EXTERIOR'
attentive, even adclue• her
mitred
IN ONE OPERATION!
likely to never end, now that Plat sage when I don't know where he
surfaces!
questions, but all the while Tracy
Garrison had given him the slip. He Ls?"
had the impression that Part of tea
Guaranseed ntv to crack,
,11.;
por quart
Elirniirsee• etching for
had learned how hard it Ls to find a
Jim finished his coffee and rose. mind
was elsewhere. She saw that
2• chiitof peel! Dirt, oil,
S6.75 per gal.
man who doesn't want to be found. "Run that errand for me. Bert old
concrete (except new
watching the people who
he
kept
g
u
t
r
A
e
a
s
s
H
e
atnEnA
oN
t!
stain—BU'l ...„ concrete), eliminates sealers
I Garrison's flight was the greatest man," he said.
came arnd went In the crowded
4 Colors for
! of his worries, but there were other
and varnish for wood floors.
Concrete & Cement
RACY felt unendurably restless. lounge,
; matters needing consideration.e
—
And she thought. "Ile may not ,
He was nearly broke. He was not
•
Yet she did not want to leave her
Try
.
FLOR-CEAL today! Discover how it can add
Clear (transparent)
and
in the best condition. and his in- hotel suite, She was afraid Phil be afraid, but this watchfulne:ss of
value to your home . . . quickly, easily, efficientlybeauty
Wood & linoleum
fear!"
thinger
to
.
.
.
the
next
FOR
'his—Is
jured leg still caused him trouble Garrtsen might pnooe or call if she
LESS MONEY! Satisfaction guaranteed or your
money back.
The leg behaved decently most of went out. She had oeen careful,
1To be continued)
the time, but when he needed .all there in- his room — ignoring the
his strength, it was apt to fail.
gun he held, but though she played (The characters in this serial arc
Authcirized Dealer
fictitious)
The logical course was to give up bland. Tracy had noted every detail.

to
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Only $1.95

photography prices anywhere.
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HERE'S WHY!

in

Match this amazingly inexpensive offer with

Hours:

by JOSEPH CHADWICK

Mrs. Ch..rlio

The honorees received a metlY
beautiful and useful" gifts. Gaines
were played and the peizes were
Won by Mrs. CUrt4 Ceti i.i, Mrs:
Leyal Bu:y. ides. Burford Baily
and little Charles Eldridge. .
Refreshments were served to the

Spring . flowering bulbs play a
ynost important part in the •asueceiaion of bloom' which can be
so, plahned as to 'provide flowers
in the garden for many months.
'Bulbs • give the earlicet garden
flowers, and dominate garden dis.
plays in early spring.
,
- The nest flower to open when the
ground begins to thaw in sering'is
the grieMirep 'or ga177.:tus. Its
tiny- white flowers aea s.:iiscely an
ed oet,
inch acressneith petels
oaepinil
bat a dump of twemeel
through the sense is*tret. leatelfel
to winter-weary Cy 04. 1 I Int thee)
in a group, neser in a nese elaced
vaiere they can be seen from a
•
neazby window.
Seillas and chenocioxas, bath

TUE

itorseeal

The paper that becomes alive
Every Print in its best light

_BEAUTIFUL GIFT ORDER INCLUDED

DESERT DESTINY

She knew that Philip feared sons,thing, that he was in danger tent
was stilt worrying wheel the telephone rang.
Tracy knew his voice nestentla
and said. -Yes, Philip. WtAnd you
like to talk matters over now n

and

tr

New warmth — New Beauty' —

True expression —

THEN ... AND

Gibbs. Jessie Henley. Carlos del-I.:son. Fred Suitor; Tea Rogers. Dave
West, ZeptUe Woods and Dewey

Williams.
Refreshments we.re served by the
Mrs. Lois Hargrove was hostess
at an old time quilting party last hostess and her sister Mrs Farmer.
Friday The afternoon was very
pleakartly rpent
Coke curing improved the qualThose present were: Mesdames.
ity
of the tobacco crop on the C.
Effie Adams. Raiford Adams. Oscar
Barnes. Herbesn Farmer, Grover C Freemen farm an Trigg county.

Mi-Si Eitiol Lee Kindpro
honored with a miscellan-

eous house.
snower Friday
'night, Get. 15 at -The home of Mr.

j

FRIClikT P.EACE PLATE

Locals

Weddings

- PHONE 874-M

Office for feed and Feed Censenvtion Suggests:

Activities

First Flowers of Spring Comc from "Minor" Bulbs
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Services Offered

Sale

violets.
FOR SALE-Evaes deluxe oil heatblower.
Telephone
w.th
.r
028p
217-V:
'O- R SALE-Norge oil heater. Cost
Will sell for $55.00.
Se$9.50
in good as new. See it at 501 Olive
er
street.

•

6

1,

onp

y datT ,ect t. •
. They
r shoe 3rs, but
1Cir ar,
iu next
of your
riences.

USED COLEMAN OIL HEATER,'I
*000 BTU outpui. Complete with,
Appliance
tank, $35.00-Johnson
028c ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
Company.
Service. Supplies. Phone 993-3.
FOR SALE-B. F. Avery tractor Raul Highway, one block south
..t.f
and equipment Good condition- of Sycamore .treet.
J. R. Mahan, first house on left
DECORATING CO.,
from radio station going north on COMMUNITY
inside and outside. ConsBenton highway. phew 1053.Wpainting
026c plate decorating service. Contract
Call 99,13-X-J. Free cab-

II
warm
FOR SALE - Good used
FOR SALE-Warm morning heater, I
morning stove-Mrs. Louise Jones,,
slightly used. See it at 108 North
YOU MAY STILL HAVE TIM
Hazel.
027p
027c
9th or call 130.
to cet your home properly nemF-OR SALE-Shoe Shop in Maley.
' lated and weetherstripped before
mt,..evlINtriNrr3
Good equipment and fair stock of
tae.: survey of
bad weether. For
supplies. Purchase price extreme- Murray Marble and Granite Works. , our insulation and permahena
Depot
ly reasonable if sold at once. If Rea, Meter t (weir
type all metal weatherstripping,
interested call Baucum Real *Es- phone 131. Perter White and L. D. call H. M. Scarborough. 4e9-JMt!
Manson
Outland.
tate Agency, phone 122.
027c
Reck Wool Insulation Co.. Mur---------N3c
ray, Ky.
suite-table
SALE-Breakfast
FOR
MATTugszES-A.11 kinds, rebuilt
at
See
chairs-mete).
four
and
like new. Cotton mattresses made
FOR HOUSE WIRING, radio reinto innersprings at half price. Max Churchill's residence.
pair or any electrical work, come
011e
New cottons, box springs and in- and Ilm.
In or call 9134-Greenfieid Elecnersprings. All week guaranteed
tile Service. 101 E. Main, Murray.
with the best that's built-Starr BEND1X DELUXE AUTOMATIC across from Stovo Plant.
tf
Mattress co., Paris, Tenn. Phone WASHER. Used as floor demon1339.
Nlp strator-Johnson Appliance Coil028c
pony.
Fr rtfont
FO- R SALE-Estate Heatr- o- la complete with oil. tank. Used one
FOR RENT - Two unfurnished a1"n)ntli,
$50-Johnson Appliance
partments. One 2-room. one 3Caenpisity:
028c
,
room. 1206 W. Main, telephone
1-2 feet
BALDWIN ACROSONIC PIANOS, WANTED-Oak timber,
023p
335.
delivered
straight.
and
sound
long.
only $695 up. Visit our new store,
end.
small
at
inehe•
622 Broadway, Paducah. or _223 to mill. Nine
South 7th. Mayfield-Feezle Piano 75c per stick: 10 inches, 11.5c per
Sales. Western Kentucky's larg- stick; 11 inches. $1.00 per stick; 12
est ,exclue,ve piano
distribu- inches $1.25 per stick; 13 inches. SATURDAY IS THE LAST DAY
$1.50 per
tors.
020c $1.35 per stick; 14 inches,
to get a free 8x10 photograph with
stick. We can haul the above menan order of 12 post cards of yeti{
FOR SALE-Shell gasoline. Regu- tioned timber by deducting the
baby or child up to 12 years
lar. aec; Ethyl, 2111e-Hays Food haul from the above mentioned
026c
Studio.
Nitic Love
T
Market.
tie prices-Sykes Bros.
•
FREE--Collie dog. Gentle, nice for
lp
child's pet Call 374-W.

Itwawa

ILL]

le
a of the
ell meet
s. A. D
present
111 Canal

Netke6

OA'

'ere-

i.3‘

O.- E.
meeting

FOR SALE

'54..

CROSSWORD PU7ZLE

r-r-r-

:.„,,,

NANCY
Not

&

.:•

LETTERHEADS
ENVELOPES
HANDBILLS
POSTERS
TICKETS
CANDIDATE CARDS
RULED FORMS
PRICE LISTS

FS
S.

id

•

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
WEDDING INVITATIONS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUBBER STAMPS .
INFORMAL NOTE PAPER
BOOKLETS
CATALOGUES
LEDGER SHEETS
BANK CHECKS

ar

•

• •
LEDGER & TIMES

k.

North Fourth Street

4

"STANDARD"

Farm Tcstcd Feeds
Highest Quality
at
Lowest Cost
ROSS FEED CO.

GAY IN GRAY-Pierre
Balmain, adds extra glamor
to a casual fingertip slip-on
lacket in pale gray blanket
cloth by trimming it with
tiny gunmetal studs, placed
to imitate saddle stitching.
It is worn over a gunmetal
gray wool jersey dress.

Telephone
v••a••••••••••OO

but

Tel. 101

North 3rd St.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.

ofINIMmeremMIOsemesemseme

WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS
Ledger & Times

reads

i

•••••••••e

Hole in One

NANCY--- WHAT ARE
YOU AND SLUGGO
()ONG IN THE
KITCHEN

nearly
it.

LOOK1

WE'kE PLAYING,
TIDDLYWINKS

1
;
;
eierr;

LOOK!

WILL PAY THIS WEEK:
Heavy Hens
Leghorn Hens
Cox
Stags
Springers
Eggs

ARDIS an' SLATS

28c
22e
14e
15c

By Raeberp Van Buren

Change of Heart

HMMM- NOW
THAT I CAN SEE
HIM-HE'S CUTE::

22'
53e

EXCUSE ME-I
WANT TO HAVE A
WORD WITH THIS
FIEND -IN
PRIVATE ---

WE LL BE
STANDIN' NEARBY, LADY. JUST
SCREAM IF YOU

NEED US -

Highest market price for
Beef Hides
Priem Subject to change
Without Noe. e

YES, LITTLE
YOU REALIZE
LADY, 100---,
THAT IF I PRESS
CHARGES, YOU'LL BUT, LIKE I SAID
-I DIDN'T KNOW
GET SIX
rT WAS YOU SITTIN
MONTHS,
NEXT TOME - I
THOUGHT SLATS
WAS STILL--

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone
15th et
Residence Phone Met

NO ,JUDGEILL BELIEVE
THAT. NOW-LISTEN --ARE
YOU WILLING TO po ME
A FAVOR TO GET
OUT OF THIS?
.
7211111
7
4•

•,,,00

Boggess Prc,cluee Co.
ileum

4

III

5rVT"

RUPTURE

sic

A

Expert Coming

•

To Mayfield Again
GEO.. L HOWE

a

Well known expert. of Indianapolis,
and ex-U. S. Army Medical Corpsman, will personally demonstrate
his method with4uft charge at the
,
ield. Thursday:
Hall Hotel.•41
p.m. to 6 p.m.
October 28 from
Mr. Howe says the Howe method
contracts the openings in remarkably short time on the average case.
of the size or location of
• regardless
• the rupture, and no matters how
• much you lift or - strain,- and puts
• you back to work the same day as
•
• efficient as before you were ruptured.
• The Howe Rupture Shield has no
• leg strap; waterproof, sanitary, practically indestructible, and can be
• worn while bathing. Each shield 16
• skillfulle molded and fitted to the
• ports under heat, which gives a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures following operations especially solicited.
Do not overlook this opportunity
It you want gratifying results. Mail55
address P.O. Box 5233 E. Michiing
•
OOOO gan St Station Indianapolis. Ind.

LL ABNER •

OH,VO'LL NAFTA RUN A
LOT FASTER'N THET T'
EX-CAPE. BENI CAUGHT
BY THET LADY- SHMOO.F:r

••
•
•

,

e

1
By Al't'
APP

When Shmoo Meets Shmoo ! !

WANTS
AM THINK
T'BE CAUGHT, MARRIED-UP
N' EE-MErso_lUTLY BECOME
PAPP"! OF A TREMENJUS
BLY-COME SADIE
HAWKINS DAY
,
soa.
-THET'S MIGHTY
UN-BACHELOR-LIKE
0'YO', SON1,07

T•4' FUTURE 0'THI SHMOO
RACE DEPENDS ON HOW
FAST YO't,- IN TI-I'
SADIE IsiatteeileiNS
DAY FtACE

FASTER,LI'L GAL-SH MOO-

FASTRPtTr- REMEMpERY0'IS TH' LAST LI'L
GAL-SHf-100-AN'HE IS
TH'LAST 0'TH'

sov-sHticos

c?
;911
111•11111116......
41

Colgista-sm.a.

, Pe 01 •

ri
I

•

7

S

Murray, Ky.

Wanted HI. Flak
New York (UPI-Ramon Sanchez was charged with stabbng
he claimed had
••••••••••••••••• another angler
• stolen a 3 I-2-pound fluke he had
• caught. Sanchez and the vtctim.
James Fox. were passengers on a
fishing boat. Leaving court. Sanchez, was unconcerned about his
seriously wounded victim, Where's
my firth?' he demanded
-

See Us_ About It!

e!
'a.
re
th

Times

everybody

PRINTING

.•

run low.

SOl:.11i4S

in

everybody

Calloway county sub-

PARKER SEED COMPANY

5 1177

.

or

scribes to The Ledger

0

0 7

F. F. Bendieeisa of Bu'eitt county
installed an electric pump to sup, p:y w.ter to: livestock when

,

F.

$7, per ton or.35
per bale

When Yon;
Need

,

,

Popcorn Shucks

t-known
o relieve
:Ks

1-.;:ited to onswer "yes." It was to
hew been an authoritative "yes"
b:cauie Jeurnberto had lowest both
yon with 'a -bulls-eye burgular's Saddler and Pep in important
By JACK CUDDY
lamp,
- United Press Sports Winer
bcutse Pep stopped the Cuie:in chalviseing boxing writers lenger in the 10th romd of their
HARTFORD, Conn.. Oct. 26.
(1.7P)-kLielky Humberto Sierra of wt.'e still blinking in stunned sur- title fight at Miami, Fla., lee FebCubS briquecticnebly is the most prise tecleg at Sierra's forihright tee y. eut Ittanberte Ottaointad
able sparmate that ever trained . arase.rs to-, questions • about the Saddler at Minneapolis, last Oetocieimeioies ability. :lumber- bcr..
w:th Willi 2 Pep, wield feather- el .
weight charepicn. But as a builder, toe; answers Were given, in manSierra rcelied te the queseen as
iieithire ear-range of, follows: "Pep, he no poorich har(if merale. the Hawn... eaten is,
Pep. litho sat asweatiag ant" on der'n Seidlea. Seedier, henn peonatrictly a ticraelition eneineer.
Peri-was the elongaied larrupe.e a nearby rubbing table after his ch like di nieies' Lacse si, as
fromeaugar island never read rule! Workout in the auditosiun.,
&Indy, berm beet a lot h.,
.r.lern
125 2-4 of the. U. S 'Snarrnatne • A rerter asked: "Dees Pzp Pep."
.
herder
Sandy
gte7:ch
than
Saddl-, Sree, who was fresh ft m the
le-te e 'end arnica association.
. rl.3e-ea, raveled the tar/ening of
The rule states clearly: "it is the ere'
Thai. is a rculine ciues.iqn, for ids ban-ecle ha:4, willh; the
duty of evcry human punching.
qnesb:g to praise the prowess of his Pap - is scheeuled tor' delend his newsmee
empleyor 'rem every angle and at weil 1 feather title ageinst Saddler tiorenglv a: Pep, Willie, 'oeatheal
.1 of reee York at Idadison Feraiire In white bathaobe and towel-overall tenes."
•
head, gazed unemotionelly at the
eaiday night.
Or ree-hapa Humberto is the han_
eat man for whom diogenes went! ie-iiese * he is temporarily a 1.,Puban.
.ens .ex-I Anottwf repartee- -re:lira/ed. his
partner.
sc iraing through cauliflower can- 1 4..1rflabbergasted comrede and
ineveed: "Will Pep kerne out SadTo minim.,
4
,
‘
,
4
a
dler?"
Humberto paus2d in his towelACHIM*
ling and replied: "Oh. no-Weelee
01a.1clustlf,
1 iara:1
1 - /4/1•
34
-8.1141 slat
tjnorr.9nyanle0
no knock herrn' out." He prinned
4-To untertaine
• liernr,ra, unrta
confidently arid aided: "Thees Sadisland.
•
T.1•Itr.
"3
dlsr is very tough fella. Na buddy
IS Pertod nt nine
13 -Kind rit Chret
us k )(niche teem oat."
e
1
4.,11 16
,
settlute
IS- Moist ore
writer interrupted
A boxing
01
Fled
'
dance
43
I. led
ISwith"But Prep knocked you out
...
,
nitz.
A:o
42_ .1
62
11-4.4.4ttene•
Blta ol newt,
at Miami, didn't he."
30-Conaldet
Sierra drew himself up proudly
B:71.- tuner
l -P
ul
S
32-Bare
54 Seed Mier
" 23- Robin
to his full altitude and declared:
1
:5
24-5elf
33 To *re
"He no knock. me out, Da referee,
27-Placed
19 -11,, porridge
he stop da fight bccuz I am all-en
MIMS.
tem trying' to knock hcera out."
- o Dee luU0
The dressing room was hushed
ridge
_ 2 Mount
1.4
13
as a krill) scribe drove home this
• 3-Cruder.
t2
4-Ltrnbe
all-impartarIT question: -Will Pep
I-Bother
'7
i;
I.
beat Saddler Friday night?''
6-Frank
'1- Arab Wade:
Sierra's awerthe face twisted in
V/ 3t3
ri-F.r.t. men
9
I,
9 -Massager
the agony rif deep thought. Then
A
10-Prefla oelore
2-i
:5
ti
he said hestitantly: "I theenk
z.Zi
21 1
11--Body of inter
Is enntalcuP•
he Pep. he wed l will beetle he is
31- Margins
19 e
27 21
smarter in the head. But e ecell
fl-Little wee
.4'
right
to
45-00
be a tough fight-so very much a
i7zIst
li 31 33 .'
26-Ancient
tetash fight-yes?" .
. 28- %%intent
ts30-Network.
The concerned facial exoressions
35
g 3° '
31-To hlt
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In Outboard Motors
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Georgia Tech And Georgia Are Only
hotel suite of council chairman
'Juan Bramuglia of Argentina. a
Undefeated SEC'Teams Left In League
g.,me smply last-m.nute suggeseon by Russian
.e. Atlanta. Oct 25. *UP' -With Tech. 41 to 0. in a
delegate Andrei A Vishinsky.• that
for
GeoFite Tech and Georgia tee only intended to sharpen the Volswith
the Berlin biackade be "Efted in
meeting
Confsrence teams i, their significant
Southeastern
stages.
. still sorting iSerfect league ricords; North Carolina this Saturday
after five-•eeks of Play. its likely i Vanderbilt. Alabama and Florida
School
the circuit championship may shared seventh with 1-2 records.
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Still"
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oPRINGFIELDe
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Nov:
until
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Vendy basted Yale. 35 to 0, in an , Frank Rivers 21-year-old war vetThee. the day the twe teams
impressive cress-country triumph reran who is a senior at Techinical
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reeh squad.
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all over the grand
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coach Bobby Dodde Jackets will
gals bowed to the might of North
lost
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be favored The Bulldogs
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Carolina,
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own backyard down through the
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pound
Marquette
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weeat North
outclassed Florida kept Teen way
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aeionst Tulane couldn't ge•
SEC wins and nary 'toss. seeeegia f heist
her. out of the; cellar
walloped Miami, 42 to 21, in a nonThis -week's card brings fire- ,
conference game and stayed. un.
beaten inside corr.petigion with two works galore Georgia Invades the
• Alabama lair, Auburn ereertains
triumph* aiinuhst no defeats.
Alabama's „mildly surpraing 10 Vanderbilt at Montgomery Lotusto 7 edge- over Mississippi State Lana State takes on Misrussippi at
threw the Maroons frost the per_ Baton Rouge and Tulane is host to
An impartial poll cieveraig all the Southern tobacco markets
iect-record 1St and into F. fifth- MIssaaliPPI State at New Orleans
To Tennessee goes the unenseaplace tie with Tennessee
reveals the smoking preference of the men who really know
Tied just a rung up the ladder ble chore of sating is a welcome
tobacco—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. More Of
were Tulane and Mississippi:. each I mat far Charlie Justice, aIthought
independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regthese
i
with 3-1 SEC marks Tulin, be- 'he VALs undoubtedly have natter
hibortd Auburr.. 21 to 0. in a rut- . lees Tech lays her pi rfeet mark
ularly than the next two leading brands combined.
ged. tensran-fraught affair Ilissi- an the line &gamin Dt-ke at‘rDuresippi shellacked Boston ca311eire ram. Kentucky invades Cincinnati
and Flortia goes to Greenville to
112 to 13. itt an ir.tersectional tilt
Termeasee duel little Furman.
. Tennessee cheppVd
R. Frances Scott

SETTLEMENT OF
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ROCKET-CAMERA PICTURE—An experiment with cameras attached to Aerobee rockets
and'a V-2 bomb was sponsored by the Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, and resulted in great success. The rocket-borne sequence camera filmed this 1.400mile strip extending from upper Wyoming into Mexico. This picture was taken from the
Acrobec at an altitude of about 57 miles, and plainly shows the curvature of the earth
and surface haze.
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More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly
than the next 2 leading brands combined!
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Dr. K. Frances Scott, PresAent
of the National Federation of,
Grid Teams Shrinks Over Weekend
Business and Professional Women's
Clubs,says in behalf of the United
wer. cUl Li. tec same level.
Bs (ARL LUNDQUIeT
Nations: 'Being a realist I cannot
Still away _in front in the con- help but be heartily behind the
United Press Sports Writer
secutive victory department were United Nations, for I know that
NEW YORK. Oct. 25
the Missouri Valley Vikings from we must live in peace as one
Lake a 90 cent shirt lust back from Marshall. /to., who chalked up world or perish. No single nation
the. Liundry. the natioafe-list of un-I their 7th straight triumph over the today is powerful enough to inbeaten. ane untied football teams. weekend And folks up in Middle- sure the peace of the world. It
bad a de-.day clirunken look ne town Conn., were getting vsed to will take cooperation of all
day.
bells clanging in their ears every eons. compromise and the madiscusThere were on.44- tetm-tvors Beetarday. A freshman from Wee-. chinery of conference and
from a rough weekend which found leyarrCollege clorilos into the bel- sion to accomplish peace All that
IS tearr.s dropping from the per- fry and lets go with a lusty set on. we have is the United Nations?
fect record ranks Of the itiMS 'chimes
eery time the football
,
'
still arcs/Del. only nine- Army Pen- team wins a game and that has
nsylvania in the east. Clemson. happened 19 straight timers now
North Carolina and Georgia Tech
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in the smith. Michigcm and Notre colleges vr. ere Mich igan's 19 in a
.Derhe in the midwest. and Califor- row and Notre Dams
e' 17 straight
nia and Nevada in the west—were ,
The Irish were gunning toe the
from maim* cone'''.
mark of 19 otraig,ht seises,' their haBut-sporting their clean _slates tional champions of 19Z/ and 1930
as proudly were the little fellows ,Again the midweat led t`- e way
from' every'section and statistically with 13 of the Perfect record teams
they prere Just as impressive
The east bad 10. the soute seven.
Ma)be the Bloc msbUrg. Pa . the west five, the southwest four.
,couldn't beat Army as.94
the rocky mountain airs •,r
Teachers '
who knows how little okf HidiTtl- The southern honor roll:
berg vow, che agliensi freetity No-:-Viae Victories
tre DemFjbut for tie records they is-Georgia- Tech', .North Carolina.
s Unbaten, Untied
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SERVICES DAILY AT 1:30 and 7:00 P. M.
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CRANBERRY QUEEN—
Curvaceous Norma Lane, of
Somerville, Mass., .dons her
cranberry -studded bathing
suit as she assumes her role
of 1948 Cranberry Queen to
rule during the current
National Cranberry Week
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,
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